
Karate Homework Set 5 for Adults Name:                                         

You have two weeks to do all the following tasks.  If you have any questions, please call Noji at 368-1865.  Be sure to bring this homework
sheet back to class with you after you have completed it.  You can use the line below each task to keep track of your progress, to make sure
they add up to the required amount.

Pass-off Task

1. Do 200 pushups.  When you do pushups, do not let your knees touch the floor.  You may do them as many or as few at
a time.

2. Do 200 situps.  When you do situps, lay on your back, cross your arms in front (never place your hands behind your
neck), bend your knees, and sit up only as far as to make your elbows touch your legs.  It may help you to place your
feet under a couch or something, to keep your feet from rising off the floor.  You may do them as many or as few at a
time.

3. Do 300 roundhouse kicks.  Stand up while holding something stationary, such as the wall or your couch, and perform a
roundhouse kick repeatedly with the same leg.  It's more important to perform a few correctly than many incorrectly.

4. Do 5 hang stretches.  Stand up straight with your legs spread out half your maximum width, then bend over at the hip
and allow your arms to hang down limp.  Do not bend your knees, but remain in this position for one minute.

5. Do 200 side snap kicks.  Stand (no particular stance is needed) and perform a side snap kick to stomach level to the
side of you, alternating sides with each kick.  It's more important to perform your kicks correctly each time than it is to do
them fast.

6. Do 2000 stomach punches.  Stand (no particular stance is needed) and punch from your side to stomach level in front of
you, alternating sides with each punch.  It's more important to perform your punches correctly and with stomach action
each time than it is to do them fast.

7. Do 2000 knife-hand blocks.  Stand (no particular stance is needed) and perform a knife-hand block to a position in front
of you, alternating sides with each block.  It's more important to perform your blocks correctly and with twisting (counter-
rotation) action each time than it is to do them fast.  Make sure each block snaps away from you rather than to your
side.

8. Do 600 reverse punches.  Stand in a front stance and punch from your side opposite the side with the leg forward, to
stomach level in front of you.  It's more important to perform your punches correctly and with stomach action each time
than it is to do them fast.
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